Non – GMO Declaration

In line with the EU Regulation 834/2007, the use of genetically modified organisms and products derived from them in organic production systems and organic products are prohibited.

I hereby declare that all seeds produced, processed, packed, offered and sold by our company are not derived from or produced using GMO’s or their derivates, and that all reasonable steps have been taken to avoid contamination from GMO of their derivates.

This has been verified by:

• Traceability Indentify Preservation System
• Independent Audit by Skal (certificates 006483 for production, 014978 for processing)

Place: Voorst/Enkhuizen
Date: March 2020
Name and position: Vitalis Biologische Zaden B.V.
Represented by its Director: Enza Zaden Management B.V.
Represented by its Director: A. Thomas

Company name and adress: Vitalis Biologische Zaden B.V.
Hengelderweg 6
7383 RG Voorst
The Netherlands